The Pearson Baccalaureate promise - Supporting every learner across the entire continuum

- A library of comprehensive textbooks
- Interactive eBooks
- The only IB Diploma EAL-specific support available
- Online subscription services

Digital learners
In our fast-moving, digital world we have changed the way we offer our resources for students wanting to learn on-the-go and interactively. Nearly all our resources now have an interactive eText too, which provides the same high-quality content found in our printed textbooks. Look out for our textbook + eText packages on each subject page.

EAL learners
You’ve been telling us about the need for resources for your growing group of English as an additional language learners. This year we have published a unique series of resources that help support EAL learners. Those who struggle with academic vocabulary are now able stay on-level by learning the same content as their peers using more readily accessible language.

ToK
We’ve almost completed our new edition of ToK for the 2013 curriculum change.

Group 4 Sciences
The Group 4 Sciences curriculum change is also keeping us busy, but we are lucky enough to be working with expert authors on updating our extensive suite of resources.

Read more…
Some of our authors have taken time out from writing manuscripts to provide an overview of just some of the changes happening in the IB. Read more about curriculum changes, EAL support and online, digital learning in the classroom in our latest IB magazine, available to download online at: www.PearsonSchool.com/IBprograms

Visit www.pearsonbaccalaureate.com to sign up for regular eNewsletters, download sample chapters and read author biographies.
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NEW COMPONENTS

Group 1 Language A

Group 2 Second Language

Group 3 Individuals and Societies

Group 4 Experimental Sciences

Group 5 Mathematics and Computer Science

Core Curriculum

Also available as eText
Supporting subscription website
New edition
Biology, and Physics for the IB Diploma

The market-leading titles for IB sciences

Each of the Pearson Baccalaureate science titles provide comprehensive coverage of all the latest syllabus requirements and options for each subject.

- Thoroughly differentiated at both Standard and Higher Level.
- Makes very effective use of illustrated examples throughout to help students understand and reinforce key concepts.
- Contains worked examples, practice questions from past IB papers and advice on Internal Assessment and the Extended Essay to support students and offer opportunities for exam preparation.

New Enhanced eTexts*

Each new Pearson Baccalaureate textbook for Group 4 Sciences is accompanied by four year student access to an enhanced eText, containing the following assets:

- simulations
- animations
- videos
- worked solutions
- quizzes
- worksheets
- labs.

*BDownload Pearson eText App to access eText.

BIOLOGY

Biology Higher Level 2nd Edition Print and eText Bundle 978 1 447959 00 7
Biology Higher Level 2nd Edition eText only edition 978 1 447959 01 4
Biology Standard Level 2nd Edition Print and eText Bundle 978 1 447959 04 5
Biology Standard Level 2nd Edition eText only edition 978 1 447959 05 2

PHYSICS

Physics Higher Level 2nd 2nd Edition Print and eText Bundle 978 1 447959 02 1
Physics Higher Level 2nd Edition eText only edition 978 1 447959 03 8
Physics Standard Level 2nd Edition Print and eText Bundle 978 1 447959 08 3
Physics Standard Level 2nd Edition eText only edition 978 1 447959 09 0

UPDATED

Updated for the 2014 Group 4 curriculum review
ToK
Clear and imaginative links to ToK - of interest to the student as an individual, and easily integrated into classroom discussion.

ToK - of interest to the student as an individual, and easily integrated into classroom discussion.

**Chemistry for the IB Diploma**

The market-leading titles for IB sciences

Each of the Pearson Baccalaureate science titles provide comprehensive coverage of all the latest syllabus requirements and options for each subject.

- Thoroughly differentiated at both Standard and Higher Level.
- Makes very effective use of illustrated examples throughout to help students understand and reinforce key concepts.
- Contains worked examples, practice questions from past IB papers and advice on Internal Assessment and the Extended Essay to support students and offer opportunities for exam preparation.

**CHEMISTRY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Standard Level 2nd Edition Print and eText Bundle</td>
<td>978 1 447959 07 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Standard Level 2nd Edition eText only edition</td>
<td>978 1 447959 76 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Higher Level 2nd Edition Print and eText Bundle</td>
<td>978 1 447959 75 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Higher Level 2nd Edition eText only edition</td>
<td>978 1 447959 76 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW EDITION**

Updated for the 2014 Group 4 curriculum review

---

**Sample pages from Higher Level Chemistry**

---

**Nature of science**

Central to the new curriculum is an emphasis on the nature of science. Margin boxes promote an understanding of the proof and justification of scientific knowledge and the scientific world view.

---

**Utilization**

Utilization boxes support the new curriculum aims to provide synoptic links to other areas of science, as well as examples of a variety of real-world applications.
Theory of Knowledge
2nd edition for the IB Diploma
The TOK book rewritten to exactly match the new curriculum

- Provides comprehensive coverage of the new Knowledge Framework and additional Areas of Knowledge.
- Engages students in critical thinking relevant to their other courses and life outside the classroom.
- Enables clear links to the Learner Profile, the IB core values and all the IB curriculum framework areas.
- Offers assessment opportunities using questions from past Prescribed Essays.
- Provides guidance on the Prescribed Essay and Student Presentation.
- Combined with online enhanced eText.

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE
Theory of Knowledge, 2nd edition print and eText Bundle
Theory of Knowledge, 2nd edition eText only edition
978 1 447944 14 0

New Edition

Contents

Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Ways of Knowing
Chapter 3: Areas of Knowledge
Chapter 4: Natural Sciences
Chapter 5: Human Sciences
Chapter 6: Mathematics
Chapter 7: History
Chapter 8: Arts
Chapter 9: Ethics
Chapter 10: Religious Knowledge Systems
Chapter 11: Indigenous Knowledge Systems
Chapter 12: Shared and Personal Knowledge Systems
Chapter 13: Assessment
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Environmental Systems and Societies for the IB Diploma

Comprehensive coverage of all topics

- This title provides comprehensive coverage of the syllabus with all the support you’d expect from a Pearson Baccalaureate series title.
- Integrated with free online learning resources at www.pearsonbacconline.com, to support and extend study. These include practice exam questions, worksheets and a monthly series of topical updates.

**ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS AND SOCIETIES**

Environmental Systems and Societies (eText only edition) 978 1 447938 50 7
Environmental Systems and Societies (print and eText bundle) 978 1 447960 41 6

**PERFECT PARTNER**

Pearson Baccalaureate Essentials:
Environmental Systems and Societies

---

Psychology for the IB Diploma

The popular choice for psychology

- This title provides comprehensive coverage of the syllabus with all the support you’d expect from a Pearson Baccalaureate series title.
- Also contains integrated online learning resources at www.pearsonbacconline.com, to support and extend study.

**ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS AND SOCIETIES**

Psychology (eText only edition) 978 1 447938 53 8
Psychology (print and eText bundle) 978 1 447960 42 3

**PERFECT PARTNER**

Pearson Baccalaureate Essentials:
Psychology